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MOSSART SPECIFICATIONS

PANEL BACKINGS

STANDARD PANEL SIZES

INSTALLATION GUIDE
(1 of 3)
This installation guide will explain the steps and provide all the necessary tools to
efficiently and simply assemble a Mossart wall – as shown in the timeline below.
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The Reindeer Moss is glued onto a sheet of Coroplast or Eco Felt (other panel options include wood, cork or flexifelt for round surfaces). Standard sized panels are 36” x 12”. The Mossart panels are 1.5 lbs per sqft and can be
easily installed directly onto drywall or plywood.
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STEP 1: Following the panel plan provided, place the Mossart panel one by one against the wall and
attach them using screws or staples.
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Based on your wall structure, we recommend using 1 ¼" to 2 ¼" screws (typically for drywall) or aEdmonton AB T6E 5V8
compressor using 1 - 1 ¼" - 18 gauge narrow crown staples.
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STEP 2: Some moss may have become loose during transport. If you observe a hole or a seam between two
panels, patch it up with some of the bulk moss provided by gluing it with a glue gun.
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STEP 3: If your wall is not recessed or the panels are not covered by any frame or trim, you may finish the edges
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with bulk moss.
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The wall should have a seamless look with no holes or panel lines in view. It can remain on the wall for years to
come without the need for water, light or maintenance.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
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WHAT IS A PRESERVED MOSS?

.
IMPORTANT
NOTES

Mossart creations are made with 100% natural mosses that require no maintenance. Harvested according to ecological
practices, the moss is no longer living but preserved by replacing the water in the plant with glycerine. As glycerine (a
natural oil) mimics the water in the plant, the moss still appears live and can maintain a natural appearance for years to
come (+5-10 years with proper care).
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HOW TO MAINTAIN A PRESERVED MOSS
Mossart is an indoor-use product only and its softness may vary according to the relative humidity of the room. In the case
of a very dry environment (below 30% humidity), the moss may become dry or harden. It is important not to touch or spray
the moss at this time and this risks pieces breaking off or colours leaching from the natural dyes. Once in an environment
with proper relative humidity or when the relative humidity goes back to normal, the moss will become soft again. This
variation is usually related to the season. A relative humidity considered as "normal" is between 45 and 65%.
The moss should never be watered or sprayed. Be aware that the "softness state" of the moss does not change its look, it
will continue to appear fresh and natural with proper care. You may also experience a natural scent for a few months, which
will progressively fade. The Mossart product should never be placed in direct sunlight as the colours may fade. If required,
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the moss may be carefully dusted using a blow dryer on a low temperature setting.
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